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The origin of large but rare cascades that are triggered by small initial
shocks is a phenomenon that manifests itself as diversely as cultural
fads, collective action, the diffusion of norms and innovations, and

cascadingfailuresin infrastructureand organizationalnetworks.This
paper presents a possible explanation of this phenomenon in terms
of a sparse, randomnetwork of interactingagents whose decisions
are determinedby the actionsof their neighborsaccordingto a simple
threshold rule. Two regimes are identified in which the network is
susceptible to very large cascades-herein called global cascadesthat occur very rarely.When cascade propagation is limited by the
connectivityof the network,a power law distributionof cascadesizes
is observed, analogous to the cluster size distribution in standard
percolation theory and avalanches in self-organized criticality.But
when the network is highlyconnected,cascadepropagationis limited
instead by the local stability of the nodes themselves, and the size
distributionof cascades is bimodal,implyinga more extreme kindof
instabilitythat is correspondinglyharder to anticipate. In the first
regime, where the distribution of network neighbors is highly
skewed, it is found that the most connected nodes are far more
likelythan average nodes to trigger cascades, but not in the second
regime. Finally,it is shown that heterogeneity plays an ambiguous
role in determining a system's stability: increasingly heterogeneous thresholds make the system more vulnerable to global
cascades; but an increasingly heterogeneous degree distribution
makes it less vulnerable.
ow is it that small initial shocks can cascade to affect or disrupt
large systems that have proven stable with respect to similar
disturbancesin the past? Why do some books, movies, and albums
emerge out of obscurity, and with small marketing budgets, to
become popular hits (1), when many a priori indistinguishable
efforts fail to rise above the noise? Why does the stock market
exhibit occasional large fluctuations that cannot be traced to the
arrivalof any correspondinglysignificantpiece of information (2)?
How do large, grassroots social movements start in the absence of
centralized control or public communication (3)?
These phenomena are all examples of what economists call
information cascades (ref. 4; but which are herein called simply
cascades), during which individuals in a population exhibit
herd-like behavior because they are making decisions based on
the actions of other individuals rather than relying on their own
information about the problem. Although they are generated by
quite different mechanisms, cascades in social and economic
systems (3-6) are similar to cascading failures in physical infrastructure networks (7, 8) and complex organizations (9) in that
initial failures increase the likelihood of subsequent failures,
leading to eventual outcomes that, like the August 10, 1996
cascading failure in the western United States power transmission grid (8), are extremely difficult to predict, even when the
properties of the individual components are well understood.
Not as newsworthy, but just as important as the cascades
themselves, is that the very same systems routinely display great
stability in the presence of continual small failures and shocks
that are at least as large as the shocks that ultimately generate
a cascade. Cascades can therefore be regarded as a specific
manifestation of the robust yet fragile nature of many complex
systems (10): a system may appear stable for long periods of time
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an d withstand many external shocks (robust), then suddenly and
ap parently inexplicably exhibit a large cascade (fragile).

Althoughthe social, economic, and physicalmechanisms responsible for the occurrence of cascades are complex and may vary
wi delyacross systems and even between particularcascades in the
saine system, it is proposed in this paper that some generic features
of cascades can be explained in terms of the connectivity of the
ne twork by which influence is transmitted between individuals.
Sp ecifically,this paper addresses the set of qualitative observations
th;it (i) global (i.e., very large) cascades can be triggered by
exi)genous events (shocks) that are very small relative to the system
siz e, and (ii) global cascades occur rarely relative to the number of
sh()cksthat the system receives, and may be triggeredby shocks that
are' a priori indistinguishablefrom shocks that do not.
M4WdelMotivation: Binary Decisions with Externalities
This model is motivated by considering a population of individuals
ea :h of whom must decide between two alternative actions, and
whose decisions depend explicitly on the actions of other members
of the population. In social and economic systems, decision makers
oft en pay attention to each other either because they have limited
inf ormation about the problem itself or limited ability to process
eve-n the information that is available (6). When deciding which
me,vie (11) or restaurant (12) to visit, we often have little informatio nwith which to evaluate the alternatives,so frequentlywe rely on
th( recommendation of friends, or simply pick the movie or
restaurant to which most people are going. Even when we have
aC':ess to plentiful information, such as when we evaluate new
technologies, riskyfinancial assets, or job candidates,we often lack
th( ability to make sense of it; hence, again we rely on the advice
of trustedfriends, colleagues, or advisors.In other decision making
such as in collective action problems (3) or social
SCenarios,
an individual'spayoff is an explicit function of the
:mmas
(13),
dil
actions of others. And in other problems still, involving say the
fusion of a new technology (14), the utility of a single additional
un it-a fax machine for example-may depend on the number of
un its that have alreadybeen sold. In all these problems, therefore,
reE:ardlessof the details, individual decision makers have an incentiv Ito pay attention to the decisions of others.
In economic terms, this entire class of problems is known
ge]lericallyas binarydecisions with externalities(6). As simplistic as
t .ppears, a binary decision framework is relevant to surprisingly
co]nplex problems. To take an extreme example, the creation of a
P? itical coalition or an international treaty is unquestionably a
co]nplex, multifaceted process with many potential outcomes. But
on :e the coalition exists or the treaty has been drafted, the decision
of xhether or not to join is essential a binary one. Similarreasoning
)lies to a firm's choice between two technologies, or an individap
ual
's choice between two neighborhood restaurants-the factors
in olved in the decision
may be many, but the decision itself can be
arded as binary.
reI3oth the detailed mechanisms involved in
binary decision problenis, and also the
origins of the externalitiescan vary widely across
:cific problems. Nevertheless, in many applications that have
mnexamined in the economics and sociology literature-for
*E-r
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example, fads (1, 4, 5), riots (15), crime (16), competing technologies (14), and the spread of innovations (17, 18), conventions (6),
decision itself can be considered a
and cooperation (13)-the
function solely of the relative number of other agents who are
observed to choose one alternative over the other (6). Because
many decisions are inherently costly, requiring commitment of time
or resources, the relevant decision function frequently exhibits a
strong threshold nature: agents display inertia in switching states,
but once their personal threshold has been reached, the action of
even a single neighbor can tip them from one state to another.
Model Specification
A particularly simple binary decision rule with externalities that
captures the essential features outlined above is the following:
An individual agent observes the current states (either 0 or 1) of
k other agents, which we call its neighbors, and adopts state 1 if
at least a threshold fraction & of its k neighbors are in state 1,
else it adopts state 0.
To account for variations in knowledge, preferences, and observational capabilities across the population of decision-making
agents, both individual thresholds and also the number of neighbors
k are allowed to be heterogeneous. First, each agent is assigned a
threshold 4 drawn at random from a distribution,fl) that is defined
= 1, but
on the unit interval and normalized such that off(4)d
which is otherwise arbitrary. Next, we construct a network of n
agents, in which each agent is connected to k neighbors with
probability pk and the average number of neighbors is (k) = z.
Although we shall continue to speak of an agent's neighbors, we
should think of them simply as the set of incoming signals that are
relevant to the problem at hand. More formally, we say that agents
are represented by vertices (or nodes) in a graph; neighboring
vertices are joined by edges;pk is the degree distribution of the graph;
and z is the average degree (in physics, z is usually called the
coordination number). To model the dynamics of cascades, the
population is initially all-off (state 0) and is perturbed at time t =
Oby a small fraction Io << 1 of vertices that are switched on (state
1). The population then evolves at successive time steps with all
vertices updating their states in random, asynchronous order according to the threshold rule above. Once a vertex has switched on,
it remains on (active) for the duration of the dynamics.
In the social science literature, decision rules of this kind are
usually derived either from the payoff structure of noncooperative
games such as the prisoner's dilemma (3, 6), or from stochastic
sampling procedures (18). But when regarded more generally as a
model belongs to a larger
change of state-not just a decision-the
class of contagion problems that includes models of failures in
engineered systems such as power transmission networks (8) or the
internet (19, 20), epidemiological (21) and percolation (22, 23)
models of disease spreading, and a multiplicity of cellular-automata
models including random-field Ising models (24), bootstrap percolation (25, 26), majority voting (27, 28), spreading activation (29),
and self-organized criticality (8, 29).
The model, however, differs from these other contagion models
in some important respects. (i) Unlike epidemiological models,
where contagion events between pairs of individuals are independent, the threshold rule effectively introduces local dependencies;
that is, the effect that a single infected neighbor will have on a given
node depends critically on the states of the node's other neighbors.
(ii) Unlike bootstrap percolation, and self-organized criticality
models (which also exhibit local dependencies), the threshold is not
expressed in terms of the absolute number of a node's neighbors
choosing a given alternative, but the corresponding fraction of the
neighborhood. This is a natural condition to impose for decision
making problems, because the more signals a decision maker
receives,

the

less

significant

any

one

signal

becomes.

(iii)

Unlike

random-field Ising and majority vote models, which are typically
modeled on regular lattices, here we are concerned with heterogeneous networks; that is, networks in which individuals have
Watts

dif ferent numbers of neighbors. All these features-local
dependei tcies,fractional thresholds, and heterogeneity-are essential to the
dy:lamics of cascades. Furthermore, although they are clearly
rel ated by the threshold condition, network heterogeneity and
thi eshold heterogeneity turn out not to be equivalent, and therefore
ne Id to be considered separately.
E act Solution on an Arbitrary Random Graph
Th e main objective of this paper is to explore how the vulnerab ility of interconnected systems to global cascades depends on
thi I network of interpersonal influences governing the informatic n that individuals have about the world, and therefore their
de cisions. Because building relationships and gathering informf ition are both costly exercises, interaction and influence
ne tworks tend to be very sparse (17)-a
characteristic that
we
ap pears to be true of real networks in general (30)-so
co nsider only the properties of networks with z << n. In the
ab sence of any known geometry for the problem, a natural first
ch oice for a sparse interaction network is an undirected random
grniph (31), with n vertices and specified degree distribution pk.
Al though random graphs are not considered to be highly realistic
m( )dels of most real-world networks (30), they are often used as
fir st approximations (19, 20, 32) because of their relative tractal )ility, and this tradition is followed here. Our approach
co ncentrates on two quantities: (i) the probability that a global
ca, ;cade will be triggered by a single node (or small seed of
no des), where we define a global cascade formally as cascade that
oc cupies a finite fraction of an infinite network; and (ii) the
ex pected size of a global cascade once it is triggered. When
de scribing our results, the term cascade therefore refers to an
ev ent of any size triggered by an initial seed, whereas global
ca ;cade is reserved for sufficiently large cascades (in practice, this
mi lans more than a fixed fraction of large, but finite network).
In any sufficiently large random graph with z < c In n (where c
is: ;ome constant) and Io << 1 (i.e., sparsely connected with a small
ini tial seed), we can assume that the local neighborhood of a small
se( Id will not contain any short cycles; hence, no vertex neighboring
thl I initial seed will be adjacent to more than one seed member. This
ap proximation becomes exact in the case of an infinite network,
wi th finite z, or a seed consisting of a single vertex. Under this
co ndition, the only way in which the seed can grow is if at least one
of its immediate neighbors has a threshold such that (4 - l/k, or
- K =
L1/4J. We call vertices that are
eq uivalently has degree k
un stable in this one-step sense, vulnerable, and those that are not,
st6ble, noting that the distinction only applies when the seed in
qu estion is small (numerical simulations suggest that seeds that are
thi ree orders of magnitude less than the system size are sufficiently
sn tall). The case of large seeds will be discussed later.

Although the vulnerability condition is quite general, for con-

cr :teness we use the language of the diffusion of innovations (17),
in which the initial seed plays the role of the innovators, and
vu Inerable vertices correspond to early adopters. Unless the innova tors are connected to a community of early adopters, no cascade
is possible. In fact, as we show below, the success or failure of an
in lovation may depend less on the number and characteristics of
th I innovators themselves than on the structure of the community
of early adopters. Clearly, the more early adopters exist in the
ne twork, the more likely it is that an innovation will spread. But the
ex tent of its growth-and hence the susceptibility of the network as
not only on the number of early adopters, but on
a vhole-depends
hc w connected they are to one another, and also to the much larger
co mmunity consisting of the early and late majority, who do not tend
to respond to the innovators directly, but who can be influenced
in lirectly if exposed to multiple early adopters. In the context of this
mi )del, we conjecture that the required condition for a global
ca scade is that the subnetwork of vulnerable vertices mustpercolate
(2 2) throughout the network as a whole, which is to say that the
la: 'gest, connected vulnerable cluster must occupy a finite fraction
PNAS | April 30, 2002
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of an infinitenetwork.Regardlessof howconnectedthenetworkas
a wholemightbe, the claimhereis thatonlyif the largestvulnerable
clusterpercolatesare globalcascadespossible.
This condition,whichwe call the cascadecondition(see Eq. 5

below), has the considerable advantage of reducing a complex

dynamicsproblemto a static, percolationproblemthat can be
solvedusinga generatingfunctionapproach.A similartechnique
has been used elsewhere(20, 32) to studythe connectivityproperties of randomgraphs;here the basic approachis modified
(describedin detailin ref. 32) to focus on vulnerablevertices.By
andby
construction,everyvertexhas degreek withprobabilitypk,
the vulnerability
conditionabove,a vertexwith degreek is vulnerablewithprobabilitypk= P[ c il/k]. Hence,the probabilityof a
vertexu havingdegree k and being vulnerableis pkPk,and the
corresponding
generatingfunctionof vulnerablevertexdegreeis:
Go(x) = EkpkPkXk,

1
wherePk= F(k)

[la]

k =O
k>0

[lb]

and F(4) = fof(qp)dp.By incorporatingall of the information
containedin the degreedistribution
andthe thresholddistribution,
Go(x)generatesallof the momentsof the degreedistribution
solely
of vulnerable
vertices,wherethe relevantmomentscanbe extracted
of Go(x)atx = 1. For the purposesof
by evaluatingthe derivatives
thispaper,the twomostimportantquantitiesare(i) the vulnerable
fractionof the populationPv = Go(l), and(ii) the averagedegree
of vulnerableverticesZv= Go(l). Becausewe are interestedin the
of cascadesfromonevertexto another,we alsorequire
propagation
the degree distributionof a vulnerablevertexv that is a random
neighborof our initiallychosenvertexu. The largerthe degreeof
v, the morelikelyit is to be a neighborof u; hence,the probability
of choosingv is proportionalto kpk,and the correctlynormalized
to a neighborof u is:
generatingfunctionGi(x) corresponding
EkkPkpkXk
-

Go(x)
z

se cond term accounts for the size distributionof vulnerable
cl isters attached to a vertex that is, itself, vulnerable.Ho(x)
th ereforegeneratesall momentsof the distributionof vulnerable
cliister sizes, the most important of which, for our current
purpose,is the averagevulnerable
clustersize(n) = Ho(1),because
th is is the quantitythat divergesat percolation.Substitutingthe
expressionsfor Ho(x)and Hl(x) above,we find that
(n) = Go(1) + (Go(1))2/(z - G (1)) = P + Z2/(z - G (1)),
[4]

ich divergeswhen
= .
G'(1) = Ekk(k - 1)PkPk

[5]

Eq. 5-the cascadecondition-is interpretedas follows:When
,(1) < z, all vulnerableclustersin the networkare small;hence,
t
I earlyadoptersare isolatedfromeachotherandwill be unable
to generatethe momentumnecessaryfor a cascadeto become
gl )bal.ButwhenGo(1) > z, the typicalsize of vulnerableclusters
is infinite,implyingthe presenceof a percolating
vulnerablecluster,
in which case random initial shocks should trigger global cascades
BecauseEq. 5 marksthe transitionbetween
Withfiniteprobability.
thlIse two regimes,or phases, at which the averageclustersize
di erges and globalcascadesfirstcommence,it is called a phase
transition(31-33). The conditionsnecessaryto generateglobal
ca ;cadescan,in otherwords,be determinedbylocatingtheposition
andnatureof the relevantphasetransition.Note,however,thatthe
k(i: - 1) term in Eq. 5 is monotonicallyincreasingin k, but pkis
m' notonicallydecreasing.Thuswe would expect that Eq. 5 will
have eithertwo solutions(resultingin two phase transitions),or
none at all, in contrastwith the usualpercolationmodel,which
ex libits a singlephase transitionin z for all finite valuesof the
in thecasewherewe havetwo
Furthermore,
oc cupationprobability.
so.utions,we shouldobservea continuousintervalinz, insidewhich
ca;;cadesoccur.

Re suits and Discussion
Al thoughthe cascadecondition(Eq. 5) appliesto randomgraphs
pk and thresholddistributions
To calculatethe propertiesof clustersof vulnerablevertices(the wi :h arbitrarydegree distributions
communitystructureof the early adopters),we introducethe f( i) (expressedthroughtheweightingfunctionpk),we canillustrate
its mainfeaturesforthe specialcaseof a uniformrandomgraph(in
analogousgeneratingfunctions
which anypairof verticesis connectedwith probability
p = zn),
an i whereall verticeshave the same threshold4; that is,f()) =
Ho(x) = Enq, and H,(x) = nrnxn,
of uniformrandomgraphsis thatpk=
a(, b - 4,). A characteristic
where qn is the probabilitythat a randomlychosen vertexwill e zk/k! (the Poisson distribution), in which case Eq. 5 reduces to
belongto a vulnerableclusterof size n, andrnis the correspond- zQ(K, - 1,z) = 1,whereK, = L1/4, andQ(a,x) is the incomplete
ing probabilityfor a neighborof an initiallychosenvertex.Any ga nmafunction.Fig.1 expressesthe cascadeconditiongraphically
finite clusterof size n that we arriveat by followinga random as a boundaryin the (0,, z) phase diagram(dashedline) and
edge can be regarded as composed of smaller such clusters, co npares it to the region (outlined by solid circles) in which
whose cumulativesizes must sum to n. Because a sufficiently ca,cades are observed over 1,000 realizations of the dynamics (each
largerandomgraphbelowpercolationcan be regardedas a pure re;lizationconsistsof a randomlyconstructednetworkof 10,000
branchingstructure,we can thereforeignorethe possibilitythat ve:'tices,in whicha singlevertexis switchedon at t = 0). Because
the subclusterswill be connectedin cycles,so eachsubclustercan the; simulatedsystemis finite,the predictedand actualboundaries
be treated independentlyof the others. (The presence of an of the cascadewindowdo not agree perfectly,but they are very
infinite cluster above percolation will be dealt with below.) sinlilar.In particular,as predictedabove,both displaya lowerand
Hence, the probabilityof a finite clusterof size n is simplythe an upperboundaryas a functionof the averagedegreez, at which
product of the probabilitiesof its (also finite) subclusters.It the characteristic
timescaleof the dynamicsdiverges(see Fig.2a).
followsfrom the propertiesof generatingfunctions(20, 32) that
Founderstandthe natureof the phasetransitionsthatdefinethe
bo undariesof the cascadewindow,we solve exactlyfor the fracHi(x) satisfiesthe followingself-consistencyequation:
tionalsize S, of the vulnerableclusterinsidethe cascadewindow.
H,(x) = [1 - Gl(l)] + xG,(H,(x)),
[3a]
B cause the generationfunctionapproachrequiresthe largest
vu nerableclusterto be a purebranchingstructure,andbecausethe
from whichHo(x)can be computedaccordingto
vulnerableclusterwill,in general,containcyclesabovepercolation,
Ho(x)= [1 - G0o()]+ xGo(H,(x)).
[3b] E . 4 only applies below percolation, which is why Eq. 5 can only
spe,cifythe boundaryof the cascadewindow.However,we can still
where the first term in both Eqs. 3a and 3b correspondsto the solve for Sv above the phase transition,as well as below it, by
probability that the vertex chosen is not vulnerable, and the
ev; iluating
Ho(l) exclusivelyoverthe set of finiteclusters;thatis, by
Gj(X)=

ZLkkpk

-
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Fig. 1. Cascadewindows for the threshold model. The dashed line encloses
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6(o - r). Thesolidcirclesoutlinethe region inwhich global cascadesoccurfor
the same parameter settings in the full dynamical model for n = 10,000
(averaged over 100 random single-node perturbations).

0.8

0.6
explicitly excluding the percolating cluster (when it exists) from the
sum ,nqn. Using Eq. 3b, it follows that Sv = 1 - Ho(l) = P Go(Hi(l)), where HJ(l) satisfies Eq. 3a. Outside the cascade
window, the only solution to Eq. 3a is Hi(1) = 1, which yields Sv =
O (and therefore no cascades) as expected. But inside the cascade
window, where the percolating vulnerable cluster exists, Eq. 3a has
an additional solution that corresponds to a non-zero value of Sv.
In the special case of a uniform random graph with homogeneous
thresholds, we obtain Sv = Q(K, + 1, z) - eZ(H-')Q(K, + 1, zH1),
in which H1 satisfies H1 = 1 - Q(K,, z) + ez(H1-')Q(K,, zH1). We
contrast this expression with that for the size of the entire connected
component of the graph, S = 1 - e-ZS (32), which is equivalent to
allowing K, -> o (or 0, -> 0). In Fig. 2b we show the exact solutions
for both Sv (long-dashed line) and S (solid line) for the case of 0,
= 0.18, and compare these quantities with the frequency and size
of global cascades observed in the full dynamical simulation of
10,000 nodes averaged over 1,000 random realizations of the
network and the initial condition. (The corresponding numerical
values for Sv and S are indistinguishable from the analytical curves,

except near the upper boundary of the window.)
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Fig 2.
Cross section
section of
of the
cascade window
window from
from Fig.
0.18. (a)
1, at
= 0.18.
(a) The
The
Fig. 1,
ati 4. =
2.
Cross
the cascade
average time required for a cascade to terminate diverges at both the lower and
upl)er boundariesof the cascadewindow, indicatingtwo phase transitions.(b)
Co nparison between connected components of the network and the properties
of global cascades.The frequencyof global cascadesin the numericalmodel
en circles) is well approximated by the fractional size of the extended vulner-

(oFe cluster
abi
(shortdashes).Forcomparison,the size of the vulnerableclusteris
als shown, both the exact solution derived in the text (long dashes) and the
av
rage over 1,000 realizations of a random graph (crosses). The exact and

nu,nerical

solutions agree everywhere except at the upper phase transition,

The frequency of global cascades (open circles)-that is, cascades
that are "successful"-is
obviously related to the size of the
vulnerable component: the larger is Sv, the more likely a randomly

wh ere the finite size of the network (n = 10,000) affects the numerical results.
Finally, the average size of global cascades is shown (solid circles) and compared
wilh the exact solution for the largest connected component (solid line).

supports this intuition, but it is equally clear that, within the cascade
window, Sv seriously underestimates the likelihood of a global
cascade. The reason is that, according to our original decision rule,
an individual's choice of state depends only on the states of its
neighbors; hence, even stable vertices, although they do not participate in the initial stages of a global cascade, can still trigger them
as long as they are directly adjacent to the vulnerable cluster. The
true likelihood of a global cascade is therefore determined by the
size of what we call the extended vulnerable cluster Se, consisting of
the vulnerable cluster itself, and any stable vertices immediately
adjacent to it. We have not solved for Se exactly (although this may

The average size of global cascades (solid circles) is clearly not
g? erned either by the size of the vulnerable cluster Sv, or by Se, but
by S, the connectivity of the network as a whole. This is a surprising
the reason for which is not entirely clear, but a plausible
re' ult,
ex planation is as follows. If a global cascade is triggered by an
in] tially small seed striking the extended vulnerable cluster, it is
gu aranteedto occupy the entire vulnerable cluster, and therefore a
fin ite fraction of even an infinite network. At this stage, the
sn all-seed condition no longer holds, and so nodes that are still in
th' , off state can now have multiple (early-adopting) neighbors in
th' I on state. Hence, even individuals that were originally classified

chosen initial site is to be a part of it. In particular,if Sv does not
percolate, then global cascades are impossible. Fig. 2b clearly

be possible), but it is relativelysimple to determine numerically,and
as the corresponding (dotted) curve in Fig. 2b demonstrates, the
average value of Se is an excellent approximation to the observed

frequency of global cascades.
Watts

as stable (the early and late majority) can now be toppled, allowing
th ? cascade to occupy not just the vulnerable component that
all owed the cascade to spread initially, but the entire connected
co mponent of the graph. That the activation of a percolating
PNAS | April 30, 2002
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andlargecascadesarealwaysexponentially
disappears
unlikely.
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vulnerable cluster should alwaysbe sufficient to activate the entire
connected component, even when the former is a very small
fraction of the latter, is not an obvious result, but it appears to hold
consistently, at least within the class of random graphs. Whether or
not it turns out to hold for networks more general than random
graphs is a matter of current investigation.
As Figs. 1 and 2 suggest, the onset of global cascades can occur
in two distinct regimes-a low connectivity regime and a high
connectivity regime-corresponding to the lower and upper phase
transitions respectively. The nature of the phase transitions at the
two boundaries is different, and this has important consequences
for the apparent stability of the systems involved. As Fig. 3 (open
squares) demonstrates, the cumulative distribution of cascades at
the lower boundary of the cascade window follows a power law,
analogous to the distribution of avalanches in models of selforganized criticality(29) or the cluster size distributionat criticality
for standard percolation (22). In fact, the slope of the cascade size
distribution is indistinguishablefrom the known critical exponent
a = 3/2 for the cluster size distribution of random graphs at
percolation (32). This result is expected because, when z = 1, most
vertices satisfy the vulnerability condition, so the propagation of
cascades is constrained principally by the connectivity of the
network, which for random graphs is known to undergo a secondorder phase transition at z = 1 (31).
The upper boundary, however, is different. Here, the propagation of cascades is limited not by the connectivity of the
network, but by the local stability of the vertices. Most vertices
in this regime have so many neighbors that they cannot be
toppled by a single neighbor perturbation; hence, most initial
shocks immediately encounter stable vertices. Most cascades
therefore die out before spreading very far, giving the appearance that large cascades are exponentially unlikely. A percolating vulnerable cluster, however, still exists, so very rarely a
cascade will be triggered in which case the high connectivity of
the network ensures that it will be extremely large, typically
much larger than cascades at the lower phase transition. The
result is a distribution of cascade sizes that is bimodal rather than .
a power law (see Fig. 3, solid circles). As the upper phase
transition is approached from below, global cascades become
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Fig.4. Analyticallyderivedcascadewindowsfor heterogeneousnetworks.The
sold linesarethe same as Fig.1. (a)Thedashedlinesrepresentcascadewindows
fo uniformrandomgraphs,but where the thresholddistributions(4) are norllydistributedwith mean p and SDo- = 0.05 and o-= 0.1. (b)Thedashed line
rer-resentsthe cascadewindow for a randomgraphwith a degree distribution
thet isa power lawwith exponent Tand exponentialcut-offKo,where Thasbeen
fixtd at T= 2.5 and Kohas been adjustedto generate graphswith variablez.
la] ger, but increasingly rare, until they disappear altogether,
implying a discontinuous (i.e., first-order) phase transition in the
size of successful cascades (see Fig. 2b, solid circles). The main
co nsequence of the first-order phase transition is that just inside
th I boundary of the window, where global cascades occur very
ra rely (Fig. 3 shows only a single cascade occurring in 1,000
ra idom trials), the system will in general be indistinguishable
frnim one that is highly stable, exhibiting only tiny cascades for
m;tny initial shocks before generating a massive, global cascade
in response to a shock that is a priori indistinguishable from any
ot:her.
These qualitative results are quite general within the class of

ra]idom networks, applying to arbitrary distributions both of threshol s f()) and degree Pk. Variations in either distribution, however,
ca i affect the quantitative results-and thus the effective vulnerability of the system-considerably,
as is demonstrated in Fig. 4 a
an d b. Fig. 4a shows the original cascade window for homogeneous
th:resholds (solid line) and also two windows (dashed lines) derived
by the same generating function method, but corresponding to
th:'eshold distributionsf() that are normally distributed with mean
and increasing standard deviation o(. Numerical results (not

shl)wn) correspond to the analytically derived windows. Clearly,
increased heterogeneity of thresholds causes the system to be less
Watts

stable,yieldingcascadesovera greaterrangeof both 4, andz. Fig.
4b, however,presentsa differentview of heterogeneity.Now the
thresholddistributionis held fixed,with all verticesexhibitingthe
same threshold,but the distributionof degreepk is givenbypk =
Ck-Te-klK (k > 0), where C, T, and K are constants that can be

adjustedsuchthatwe retain(k) = z. Thisclassof power-lawrandom
graphshasattractedmuchrecentinterest(19,20, 32) as a modelof
many real networks,includingthe internet.Unlike the Poisson
distributionof a uniformrandomgraph,whichis sharplypeaked
arounda well definedmean, power law distributionsare highly
to increasednetworkheterskewedwith long tails,corresponding
ogeneity.Fig.4bimpliesthatrandomgraphswithpowerlawdegree
tendto be muchlessvulnerableto randomshocksthan
distributions
uniformrandomgraphswith the samez, a point observedelsewhere(19, 20) with respectto networkconnectivity.Althoughthis
distinctionbetweenthresholdandnetworkheterogeneityis slightly
surprising(becauseboth kindsof heterogeneityare relatedby the
Nodesthatare
fractionalthresholdcondition),it is understandable.
vulnerablebecauseof a lowthresholdcanstillbe well connectedto
the network,makingthemidealearlyadopters.Butnodesthatare
vulnerableto small perturbationsbecause they have very few
neighborsare thereforealso poorlyconnected;hence, they have
difficultypropagatinganyinfluence.
Networkheterogeneityhas an additional,complicatingeffect.
Althoughnetworkswith highlyskeweddegree distributionsare
more stable overall,within the cascadewindowthey displayincreasedsusceptibilitywith respectto initialshocksthat explicitly
targethigh-degreenodes(19),eventhoughsuchnodesareunlikely
to be vulnerablethemselves.If insteadof choosingan initialnode
at random,we deliberatelytargeta node with degreek, then the
of at leastone of its neighborsbeinga partof the largest
probability
vulnerablecluster,and thereforethe probabilityof triggeringa
cascade,is Pk = 1 - (1 - Sv)k,where Sv is the strengthof the
vulnerablecluster-a predictionthat is well fit by numericaldata
(notshown)foruniformrandomgraphs.Neartheboundariesof the
cascadewindow,whereSvis small,Pk- kSv,implyingthatthe ratio
betweenthe probabilityof a globalcascadebeingtriggeredby the
andanaverage
mostconnectednodein the network(withk = kmax)
whichis a roughmeasure
node(withk = z) is approximately
kmax/Z,
of the skewnessof the degreedistributionpk.
Networkswithhighly
skewedpk(suchas uniformrandomgraphsnearthe lowercascade
boundaryin Fig. 1, or thosewith power-lawdegreedistributions)
should therefore exhibit the property that their most connected

uniform random graphs (not shown) support this conclusion.
the valueof deliberatelytargetinghighlyconnectedinitial
HiMnce,
on the globaldegreedistribution,
and
nodes dependssignificantly
th{:refore,in the case of uniformrandomgraphs,whetherthe
or low-connectivity
sy,tem is in its high-connectivity
regime.
C nclusions
GIobalcascadesinsocialandeconomicsystems,aswellascascading
failures in engineerednetworks,displaytwo strikingqualitative
fe;itures:theyoccurrarely,butbydefinitionarelargewhentheydo.
Tt is generalobservation,however,presentsan empiricalmystery.
of cascadeswouldsatisfy
B(,thpower-lawandbimodaldistributions
thlI claim of infrequent,large events,but these distributionsare
ot]lerwisequitedifferent,and mightrequirequitedifferentexplanations.Unfortunatelya lack of empiricaldata detailingcascade
preventsus fromdeterminingwhichdistribution
Si2e distributions
(if either)correctlydescribeswhichsystems.Here we have motimodel that, under
va:ed and analyzeda simple,binary-decision
dilferentconditions,exhibitsbothkindsof behaviorsandthussets
UI some testablepredictionsaboutcascadesin realsystems.When
th I networkof interpersonalinfluencesis sufficientlysparse,the
pr )pagationof cascadesis limitedby the globalconnectivityof the
network;andwhen it is sufficientlydense,cascadepropagationis
lited by the stabilityof the individualnodes. In the first case,
cascadesexhibit a power-lawdistributionat the corresponding
cr ticalpoint,and the most highlyconnectednodes are criticalin
triggeringcascades.In the secondcase,the distribution
of cascades
tn
ls bimodal,andnodeswith averageconnectivity,by virtueof their
grlaterfrequency,aremuchmorelikelyto serveas triggers.In the
a ter regime,the systemdisplaysa moredramatickindof robustye t-fragilequalitythanin the former,remainingalmostcompletely
iblethroughoutmanyshocksbeforeexhibitinga suddenandgiant
cascade-a featurethatwouldmakeglobalcascadesexceptionally
rdto anticipate.Finally,systemicheterogeneityhasmixedeffects
or systemicstability.On the one hand,increasedheterogeneityof
lividualthresholdsappearsto increasethe likelihoodof global
scades;but on the otherhand,increasedheterogeneityof vertex
dagreeappearsto reduceit. It is hopedthatthe introduction
of this
sirnpleframework
willstimulatetheoreticalandempiricaleffortsto
socialstrucalyzemorerealisticnetworkmodels(incorporating
tu 'e, for example)and obtain comprehensivedata on the freq ency,size, and time scalesof globalcascadesin real networked
;tems.

nodesaredisproportionately
likelyto triggerglobalcascadeswhen
chosenas initialsites.By contrast,networksin whichpk is sharply
peaked,with rapidlydecayingtails(suchas nearthe upperboundary of Fig. 1) will not displaythis property.Numericalresultsfor
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